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Data Backup &
Disaster Recovery

Are you prepared for the 
unexpected?
We can help protect your critical business 
data.
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SafetyNET Services
SWICKtech SafetyNET Services provides reliable, secure 
and stable private cloud backups for your company data.  
SWICKtech will ensure nightly backups succeed by utilizing 
automated alerts and daily checks to maintain a system of 
checks and balances.

Data will backup nightly to SWICKtech’s Managed Private Cloud 
in downtown Milwaukee.  All labor associated with managing, 
verifying and/or restoring data from SafetyNET is included in 
one monthly fee.

As a result you will be able to:

•  Reduce overall backup time and complexity
•  Reduce the number of software packages used and the costly
    overhead of  managing and verifying nightly backups to
    physical media
•  Eliminate physical media hardware costs
•  Increase backup reliability (Data will be stored on storage 
   array versus external hard drive.)
•  Rely on SWICKtech’s expertise and business processes for
   peace of mind when it comes to company data protection.

SWICKtech SafetyNET also includes Basic Disaster Recovery.  
Should your physical hardware fail, SWICKtech will restore your 
server infrastructure to the SWICKtech Managed Private Cloud 
and configure remote access to your system.  This allows basic 
access to critical company information while replacement 
hardware is ordered and prepared.

SWICKtech will work with your team to set specific goals and 
objectives to help meet your disaster recovery objectives.
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•   60% of corporate data resides on  
PC desktops and laptops.

•   Every week, 140,000 hard drives crash 
in the United States.

•   $12 billion is the annual cost to U.S. 
businesses of data loss.

•   60% of companies that lose their data 
will shut down within 6 months of the 
disaster.

•   34% of companies fail to test their tape 
backups, and of those that do, 77% have 
found tape back-up failures.

Sources (in order): Contingency Planning & Strategic Research 
Corp., Herald Gazette, Computer Economics, Boston Computing 
Network, National Archives & Records Administration.

Our Guarantee

We’ll get it right  
the first time!

At SWICKtech, we feel so strongly about 
the importance of ensuring your network 
systems are stable, we insist you accept 
this guarantee of our work.

We promise to perform our services 
right the first time, or we’ll do 
them again at NO CHARGE. Should 
something go awry, we’ll make it 
right for you, our valued client, on 
our dime.

That’s our promise,  
no fingers crossed.


